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ISLAMIC FIQH ACADEMY FATWA ON TAQLID 

AND ITS DETRACTORS IN THIS AGE 

 

The following is a crucial and highly welcomed Fatwa passed in the Holy 
city  of Makka al-Mukarrama in 1987 on the validity of following (taqlid) 
one of the Four Sunni Madhhabs (Hanafi, Maliki, Shafi'i and Hanbali) 
with regards to Islamic rulings, as well as a warning to those who try to 
detract the common folk from this type of  taqlid, and attack it in an 
odious way.  It also warned against those who go to excesses in 
attempting to fanatically promote an anti-Taqlid stance and 
presumptuously attempt to re-interpret the Shar'ia especially when they 
have not reached any level of valid and recognised Ijtihad.  

It is an essential Fatwa to show that not only is taqlid allowed and valid, 
but that also following false beliefs is harmful to Islam.  It is also pertinent 
that the Fatwa mentioned that the main cause of the fitna (mischief) of 
abandoning the taqlid of the valid Schools of Sunni law has been coming 
from the hands of young Muslims who lack the tools to really understand 
in a painstaking way why difference of opinion (ikhtilaf) in jurisprudential 
rulings (fiqh) occurred, and why they are permitted if the foundational 
principles (Usul) are valid in the first instance.  Valid usul has been noted 
in the Four Sunni Madhhabs and all of them recognise each other as 
valid interpretations of Islamic law while the diametric opposite has been 
witnessed in those who are outside these Four Sunni Madhhabs, 
especially so if the detractors are not recognised as high ranking 
jurisprudents (fuqaha) of the genre known as Mujtahids.  The Mujtahid 
being the one who has been recognised by other elite scholars to have the 
skill sets, high level of intellectual knowledge, proficiency of the sources 
of Islamic law and taqwa (fear of Allah) to extract independent legal 
rulings (Ijtihad).  The sources of Sunni Islamic law are the Holy Qur'an, 
Sunna (Prophetic practice), Ijma (agreement of the Sahaba or Mujtahid 
scholars in a specific age) and Qiyas (analogical reasoning). 
 

What is pertinent and noteworthy is that this Fatwa was endorsed by 
some of those who are looked upto by various groups of those who are 
generally anti Sunni Madhhabs.  Such names include the late Saudi 
Grand Mufti, Abdal Aziz ibn Baz (d. 1999), the late Bakr Abu Zayd and 
currently alive Salih al-Fawzan.  All three named are said to be Hanbali 
in fiqh though their personal aqida is another matter as they are looked 
upto as being representatives of the so-called Salafi way of this age 
by certain strains of Salafism.  Some of the other signatories are from 
other parts of the Muslim world, and a number of them are also well 
known scholars who have now passed away.   
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The footnotes have been added by the compiler of these lines, in order to 
clarify what the veritable scholars of the past have said with regards to 
the obligation of taqlid for all non-Mujtahids, the Ijma (consensus) 
recorded on the taqlid of only one of the four Sunni Madhhabs; who are 
the real followers of the Saved sect known as Ahlus Sunna wal-Jama'ah 
in this age and the past by means of scholarly quotations from elite 
authorities.   

The following Qur'anic verse is one of the evidences used by the great 
Scholars of the past to establish Ijma (consensus) as a source of Islamic 
law. 
 

Allah subhana wa ta'ala said in Sura an-Nisa (4:115): 

 

Translation: 

"And whoever opposes the Messenger after guidance has become 
clear to him and follows other than the way of the believers - We 
will give him what he has taken and drive him into Hell, and evil it is as 
a destination." 

As for the obligation of taking from the pious and rightly guided scholars 
of this Umma then the following verse from Sura an-Nisa (4:59) is a 
witness to this as they are the ones who are recognised as being those in 
authority (Ulul Amr) amongst the Muslims besides a true Islamic ruler: 

 

Translation: 

"O you who have believed, obey Allah and obey the Messenger and 
those in authority among you. And if you disagree over anything, refer 
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it to Allah and the Messenger, if you should believe in Allah and the Last 
Day. That is the best [way] and best in result." 

Here follows the Fatwa with the  names of the signatories: 

  

RESOLUTION OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE FIQH 
ACADEMY IN ITS TENTH SESSION1 

 

Convened in 1408/1987. Regarding the juristic Differences between the 
Schools of Law and the [Reprehensible] Fanaticism of some of their 
Followers 

Praise be to Allah alone, and peace and blessings be upon the last of the 
Prophets, our Master, Sayyiduna Muhammad. May Allah bestow peace 
and blessings upon him, his family, and his Companions. 

The Assembly of the Islamic Fiqh Academy, in its tenth session, convened 
in Makkah al-Mukarramah, for the period between Saturday 24 Safr 
1408/17 October 1987 and Wednesday 28 Safr 1408/21 October 1987, 
has considered the issue of juristic differences between the schools of law 
(madhahib), and the contemporary fanaticism of followers for their own 
schools, which goes beyond time bounds of moderation and reaches the 
point where the perpetrators attack the other schools and their scholars 
(ulama). 

The Assembly examined the problems which arise in the minds of the 
youth of this age and their ideas surrounding the differences between the 
schools of law, of which they do not know the basis or the significance. 
Those who mislead them give them the idea that so long as Islamic Law 
is one, and its foundations in the Sublime Qur’an and the Prophetic 
Sunnah are also united, why then are there differences between the 
Schools of Law? And why are they not united so that the Muslims have 
before them only one school of law and one understanding of the 
Shari’ah? 

The Assembly also examined the issue of fanatical adherence to the 
schools of law and the problems which result from it, especially among 
some contemporary currents in our time, whose followers call for a new 
                                                             
1 RESOLUTION OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE FIQH ACADEMY IN ITS TENTH 
SESSION (1987).  See - Al-Majma al-Fiqhi al-Islami (The Islamic Fiqh Academy), 1(2), 
pp.233-237. English translation taken from The Influence of the Noble Hadith upon the 
Differences of Opinion amongst the Jurist Imams by Shaykh Muhammad Awwamah, 
Turath Publishing, London, 1st edn, 2014. Original Arabic fatwa may be downloaded 
from - here. It has also been appended at the end of this English version. 
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line of independent legal reasoning (ijtihad). They attack the established 
schools of law, which have been accepted by the Ummah since the 
beginning of the Islamic era and [they attack] their Imams—or some of 
them—wrongly, and sow seeds of discord (fitnah) amongst the people! 

After discussing this issue, the events and circumstances surrounding it 
and the resultant discord and deception, the Fiqh Academy resolved to 
direct the following statement to both parties, those misleading and the 
fanatics, in order to remind and inform them as follows: 

First:  

Regarding the Differences between the Schools of Law (Madhahib) 

The differing positions in terms of opinion which exist in Islamic countries 
are of two kinds: 

1. Differing positions in terms of belief 
2. Differing positions in terms of fiqh 

The first of these, that is, differences of belief (al-Ikhtilaf al-I’tiqadi), is in 
reality a problem which has caused catastrophes in Islamic countries, 
splitting the ranks of the Muslims and dividing their position. It is a 
distressing matter, which should not exist. The Ummah must unite 
upon the position of those who follow the Sunnah and the 
community (Ahl as-Sunnah Wa’l-Jama’ah)2, who represent the pure 

                                                             

2 The true followers of the Saved sect known as Ahlus-Sunna wal-Jama’ah in this age are 
the adherents of one of the Four Madhhabs in Jurisprudence (Hanafi, Maliki, Shafi’i or 
Hanbali), and in terms of Aqida (Islamic creed) they accept, respect and adhere to one of 
the following legitimate schools described below which all recognise each other. 

Ahlus Sunna after the Salaf (first three pious generations of Islam) was represented by 
three valid schools which are not sects but valid explanations of creedal statements: 

1)        Ash’ari school named after Imam Abul Hasan al-Ash’ari (b. around 260 AH in 
Basra and died in 324 AH in Baghdad). He was a Shafi’i but some say he was a Hanafi. 
He authored al-Ibana an uṣūl al-Diyana, Maqalat al-Islamiyyin, Risala ila Ahl al-Thagr 
and other works 

2) Maturidi school– named after Imam Abu Mansur al-Maturidi who was born in 
Samarqand (Uzbekistan). He was a Hanafi and his creed is the same as that of Imam Abu 
Ja’far al-Tahawi (d. 321 AH) as they are from the same Madhhab. He died in 333 AH and 
authored Kitab al-Tawhid and a major Tafsir called Ta’wilat Ahlus Sunna (published in 
10 volumes). Please see the following link for some works linked to this school of aqida 
- 80 Books on Sunni Creed according to the Hanafi Madhhab 
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3)        Athari school – follow the true teachings of Imam Ahmed ibn Hanbal (d. 241 
AH). The pseudo Atharis are the false claimants to the Way of the Salaf and they call 
themselves ‘Salafi’ today. Their hallmark in these times is an open disdain and rejection 
of the above two named schools of Aqida, and many of them reject following one of the 
Four Jurisprudential schools of Islamic law. The rejecters of the Ash’ari/Maturidi schools 
share the commonality of linking themselves to the 7th century controversial Hanbali 
figure known as Taqiud-Din Ibn Taymiyya (d. 728 AH). See what a number of famous 
and reputable scholars had to say about him here - https://taymiyyun.wordpress.com/ 

The Hanbali scholar known as Abul Faraj ibn al-Jawzi (d. 597 AH) was one of those who 
refuted the false claimants to the real Hanbali creed in his Kitab Akhbar al-Sifat and its 
abridgement known as Daf' Shubah al-Tashbih bi-Akaff al-Tanzih. Both of these latter 
works are also available in English nowadays. 

Scholarly quotes on the need to adhere to one of the above recognised  Schools of 
Aqida: 

Imam Tajud-Din al-Subki (d. 771 AH) said in his Tabaqat al Shafi'iyya al-Kubra 
(3/373): 

“We have already mentioned what Ibn Abdis Salaam (d. 660 AH) and others before and 
after him mentioned, which is that the Sħafi’is, Malikis, Ĥanafis and the virtuous (fudala) 
among the Ĥanbalis are all Asharis. This is what was stated by Ibn Abdis Salaam, the 
Shaykh of Sħafi’is, and Ibn Al-Ĥajib, the Shaykh of the Malikis, and Al-Husayri, the 
Shaykh of the Ĥanafis. Among what was stated by Ibn Asakir (d. 571 AH), the Hafiz of 
this Umma, trustworthy (thiqa) and firmly established (thabt): ‘Are there any among the 
jurists (Fuqaha), among the Ĥanafis, Malikis and Sħafi’is that do not agree with al-
Ash’ari and do not relate themselves to him, and pleased with his efforts for the religion 
of Allah, praising him for great knowledge? That is, except for a tiny group that hides 
anthropomorphism (Tashbih), and makes an enemy of those who believe in tawĥid and 
clear Allah of likeness to creation (Tanzih).”’ 

Imam ibn Hajar al-Haytami (d. 974 AH) said that the two Imams of Ahlus Sunna are 
al-Shaykh Abul Hasan al-Ash’ari and al-Shaykh Abu Mansur al-Maturidi (al-Zawajir, p. 
82) and in his Fatawa Hadithiyya (Dar Ihya wa'l Turath, p. 370, 1998) while defining 
what a man of bid’a (an innovator) is he said: 

"One who is against what the Ahlus Sunnah wa'l Jama'ah are upon (man kaan ‘ala khilaf 
maa ‘alayh ahlis sunnah wa'l jama’a), and what is meant by them [the Ahlus Sunnah] 
are the followers of Imam Abul Hasan Ash`ari and Imam Abu Mansur al-Maturidi, the 
two Imams of Ahlus Sunnah.” 

  

Imam Ahmad Shihab ad-Din al Qalyubi (d.1069 AH) 
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and sound Islamic thought of the era of the Messenger of Allah ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص and the 
era of the rightly guided Caliphate, which the Messenger indicated to be 
an extension of his Sunnah, by saying: “Follow my Sunnah and the 
Sunnah of the rightly guided Caliphs after me. Adhere to it and hold onto 
it firmly with your molar teeth.” 

With regard to the second [kind of difference], that is, differences in terms 
of fiqh on some issues, there are technical reasons which have 
necessitated this. Allah, praised be He, has put profound wisdom in this, 
which includes mercy upon his servants and widening the scope for 
deriving rulings from the texts. Furthermore, it is a blessing and a juristic 
and legal treasure, which affords the Muslim Ummah breadth in matters 
of religion (din) and law (Shari’ah), so that it is not confined to applying a 
single legal ruling, for which there is no alternative. Rather, if the Ummah 
finds hardship in the position of one of the jurist Imams at a particular 
time or regarding a particular matter, they find in the position of one of 
the other Imams a range, a leniency and an ease, whether in matters of 
worship, or in dealings with others, family matters, or justice and crime 
in light of legal evidences. 

This second kind of difference of schools, that is, differences in terms of 
fiqh, is not a deficiency or a matter of contradiction in our religion, and it 
is impossible for it not to exist. There can be no community (ummah) 
whose legal system is perfect, including its jurisprudence (fiqh) and 

                                                             
Imam al-Qalyubi wrote on the fourth volume of his marginalia to the book Kanz ar-
Raghibin: 

"One who departs from what Abul Hasan al-Ash’ari (d. 324 AH) and Abu Mansur al-
Maturidi (d. 333 AH) reported is not a Sunni. These two Imams followed the footprints 
of Rasulullah (peace and blessings be upon him) and his Sahaba (may Allah be pleased 
with them all)."  

Allama Abdal Baqi al-Mawahibi al-Hanbali (d. 1071 AH) in his al-Ayn wal Athar (p. 
53) has said that : “The groups of Ahlus Sunna are three: Asha’ira, Hanabila and 
Maturidiyya with the evidence inclined by the Hanbali Ulama upon the Asha’ira as in 
many books on Kalam and the totality of the Hanbali books.” 

Shaykh Muhammad Al-Saffarini al-Hanbali (d. 1188 AH) said in his Lawami al-
Anwar (p. 73): 

“Ahl al-Sunna consist of three groups: the textualists (al-Athariyya), whose Imam is 
Ahmad ibn Hanbal, the Ash`aris, whose Imam is Abu al-Hasan al-Ash`ari, and the 
Maturidis, whose Imam is Abu Mansur al-Maturidi…. and they are all one sect, the 
saved sect, and they are Ahl al-Hadith.” 
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independent legal reasoning (ijtihad), in which such differences of opinion 
do not exist regarding jurisprudence and independent legal opinions. 

The reality is that these differences are inevitable, because the source 
texts often hold more than one meaning. In addition, the text cannot 
contain every eventuality, since the texts are limited, whereas the 
eventualities are unlimited, as expressed by a group of scholars. 
Consequently, it is necessary to resort to analogy and to examine the 
pretexts for rulings; the objective of the Legislator: the general aims of the 
Law; and the application of these in actual and new circumstances. 

In this the understanding of the scholars differs, as does their allocation 
of preference between the various possibilities. Their rulings on the same 
issue therefore differ, although each of them is aiming and searching for 
the truth. Whoever finds it has two rewards; whereas whoever is mistaken 
has one reward. As a result the [juristic] scope widens and the 
narrowness disappears. 

Where then is the deficiency in the existence of these differences of 
position? We have shown the benefit and the mercy that is in them, and 
that they are in fact a blessing and a mercy from Allah to his believing 
servants, and at the same time a great source of legislative wealth, a 
feature worthy of the pride of the Muslim Ummah. However, [there are 
those] misleading foreigners who seek to exploit the weakness of the 
Islamic culture of some Muslim youth, especially those who study with 
them abroad. Therefore, they depict these differences of position in terms 
of fiqh as if they were differences of belief, in order to give them the 
impression — wrongly and falsely - that it indicates a contradiction within 
the Shari’ah, rather than apprehending the distinction between the two 
types [of difference] ... and how different they are! 

Second:  

Regarding the group who call for discarding the schools of law and 
want to induce the people into a new line of independent legal 
reasoning, attacking the existing schools of law and their Imams, or 
some of them; in our above statement on the schools of jurisprudence, 
and the advantages of their existence and of their Imams, [we state that] 
it is necessary for them to desist from this odious way which they 
pursue and with which they mislead the people, split their ranks and 
divide their unity. [They do so] at a time when we are in urgent need of 
unity in order to confront the grave challenges posed by the enemies of 
Islam, rather than this call to division, of which we have no need.3 

                                                             

3 Here follows some quotes from classical scholars on the need to adhere (taqlid) to one 
of the Four Sunni Schools of law (Hanafi, Maliki, Shafi’i or Hanbali) for all those who 
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have not reached the level of valid Ijtihad which is of the highest rank of true Islamic 
scholarship: 

 [1] Imam Jalal al-Din al-Suyuti (d. 911 AH) said: “The difference found in the four 
Schools of Islamic law (Hanafi, Shafi’i, Maliki and Hanbali) in this nation is a huge 
blessing and an enormous virtue. It has a subtle hidden wisdom the intelligent are able to 
grasp, but the ignorant are blind of. I have even heard some of them say: ‘The Prophet 
(pbuh) came with one law, so where did the four Madhabs come from?” (Jazeel al-
Mawahib, p.4) 

The famous Imam al-Haramayn Abu al-Ma‘āli Abd al-Malik bin Yusuf al-Juwayni 
(419-478 AH) writes in his book Al-Burhan: 

[2] “The expert scholars have agreed that the masses are obligated (‘alayhim) with 
following the schools of the (four) Imams who thoroughly investigated and researched, 
who compiled the chapters (of Fiqh) and mentioned the circumstances of the rulings.” 
(vol. 2, P. 1146) 

[3] Shaikh al-Islam Ahmed Ibn Hajr al-Haytami writes in Tuhfa al-Muhtaj fi Sharh 
al- Minhaj: 

“The claim the layman has no madh-hab is rejected, rather it is necessary (yalzamuhu) 
for him to do taqlīd of a recognised school. (As for the claim: scholars did not obligate 
following one school), that was before the codification of the schools and their 
establishment.” (Vol.12 p.491-Kitab al-Zakah) 

[4] Imam al-Nawawi writes in Al-Majmu‘ Sharh Al-Muhadhdhab: 

“The second view is it is obligatory (yalzamuhu) for him to follow one particular school, 
and that was the definitive position according to Imam Abul-Hassan (the father of Imam 
al-Haramayn Al-Juwayni). And this applies to everyone who has not reached the rank of 
ijtihād of the jurists and scholars of other disciplines. The reasoning for this ruling is that 
if it was permitted to follow any school one wished it would lead to hand-picking the 
dispensations of the schools, following one’s desires. He would be choosing between 
Halal and Haram, and obligatory and permissible. Ultimately that would lead to 
relinquishing oneself from the burden of responsibility. This is not the same as during the 
first generations, for the schools that were sufficient in terms of their rulings for newer 
issues, were neither codified nor widespread. Thus on this basis it is obligatory for a 
person to strive in choosing a madh-hab which alone he follows.” (vol.1 p. 93) 

[5] Shaikh Salih al-Sunusi writes in Fath al-‘Alee al-Malik fil-Fatwa ‘ala madh-hab al-
Imam Malik: 

“As for the scholar who has not reached the level of ijtihād and the non-scholar, they must 
do taqlīd of the Mujtahid… And the most correct view is that it is obligatory (wajib) to 
adhere to a particular school from the four schools…” (p.40-41, in Usul al-Fiqh) 
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[6] Imam Sharani, an undisputed authority in the Shafi school writes in Al-Mizan al-
Kubra: 

“…You (O student) have no excuse left for not doing taqlīd of any madh-hab you wish 
from the schools of the four Imams, for they are all paths to Heaven…” (p.55 vol.1) 

[7] Imām Shams al-Din Dhahabī (673-748 AH) writes in Siyar A‘lam al-Nubalā under 
Ibn Hazm Zāhirī’s comment: 

“I follow the truth and perform ijtihād, and I do not adhere to any madh-hab”, “I say: yes. 
Whoever has reached the level of ijtihād and a number of imāms have attested to this 
regarding him, it is not allowed for him to do taqlīd, just as it is not seeming at all for the 
beginner layman jurist who has committed the Qur’ān to memory or a great deal of it to 
perform ijtihād. How is he going to perform ijtihād? What will he say? On what will he 
base his opinions? How can he fly when his wings have not yet grown?” (Vol.18, Pg.191) 

[8] In the famous twelve volume Maliki compendium of fatāwā, Al-Mi‘yar al-Mu‘rib an 
fatāwā ahl al-Ifriqiyya wa al-Andalus wa al-Maghrib, Imam Ahmad al-Wanshirisi 
records the Fatwa on taqlīd: 

“It is not permitted (lā yajoozu) for the follower of a scholar to choose the most pleasing 
to him of the schools and one that agrees the most with him. It is his duty to do taqlīd of 
the Imam whose school he believes to be right in comparison to the other schools.” (vol.11 
p.163-164) 

[9] The Hanbali scholar Imam ‘Ala al-Din al-Mardawi in his major Juristic 
compendium Al-Insaf, cites the statement of the famous scholar Imam Al-Wazir ibn 
Hubaira (died 560 ah): 

“Consensus has been established upon taqlīd of every one of the Four Schools and that 
the truth does not lie outside of them.” (Vol.11 p.169, Dar al-Kutub al-‘Ilmiyyah). 

[10] Imam Badr al-Din al-Zarkashi states in Al-Bahr al-Muhit: 

“There has been established a consensus amongst the Muslims that the truth is restricted 
to these (four) schools. This being the case it is not permitted to act upon an opinion from 
other than them. Nor is it permitted for ijtihād to occur except within them (i.e. employing 
their principles that is the tools of interpretation).” (vol.6 p.209) 

[11] In the commentary of the Shafi text Jam‘ al-Jawami‘, Imam Al-Jalāl Shams al-Din 
al-Mahalli writes: 

“And the soundest position (wal-Asahh) is that it is obligatory (yajibu) for the non-
scholar/layman and other than him of those (scholars) who have not reached the rank of 
ijtihād, adherence of one particular school from the madh-habs of the Mujtahid Imams 
(iltizam madh-hab Muayyan min madāhib al-Mujtahideen) that he believes to be 
preferable to another school or equal to it.” (Kitab al-ijtihād, p.93) 
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May Allah bestow peace and blessings in abundance on Sayyiduna 
Muhammad, his family and Companions. Praise be to Allah, Lord of the 
Worlds. 

Signed by: 

 
President of the Assembly of the Academy: 

 
'ABD AL-'AZIZ IBN ABD ALLAH IBN BAZ 

                                                             
[12] Imam ibn Rajab al-Hanbali writes in his book: “Refutation of anyone who follows 
other than the four schools” [A title that emphatically exposes the deception of the Salafi 
claim that it is they who represent true Islam]:“…that is the Mujtahid, assuming his 
existence, his duty (Farduhu) is to follow what becomes apparent to him of the Truth. As 
for the non-Mujtahid his duty is taqlīd.” Elsewhere having indicated in the latter the rarity 
of the lofty status of ijtihād, he states: “As for all other people who have not reached this 
level (of ijtihād), it is not allowed (lā yasau‘hu) for them but to do taqlīd of these Four 
Imams and to submit to that which the rest of the Ummah submitted to.” (Majmoo‘ al-
Rasail Ibn Rajab, vol.2 p. 626 and p.624 respectively). 

[13] In the famous commentary of the treatise of Imam Ibn Abi Zayd al-Qayrawani Al-
Risalah, entitled “Al-Fawākih al-Dawāni,” Imam Ahmad al-Nafrawi (died 1126 ah) 
also confirms the Ijma of all the scholars that following one Imam is obligatory: 

“The consensus of the Muslims has been established upon the obligation (Wujub) of 
following one of the four Imams today; Abu Ḥanīfa, Malik, Shafi and Ahmad- May 
Allah be pleased with them… What we explained before, in terms of the obligation of 
following one of the four Imams, is in relation to those who do not possess the capability 
of performing ijtihād.” (vol.2 p.574, Bab Fi al-Ruyah wa al-Tathāub, 1997). 

The above sources were quoted from - Here 

Thanks and appreciation to the original translators of many of the above quotes. 

 Peace and blessings be upon Muhammad 

 Wassalam 

Abul Hasan Hussain Ahmed 

1st April 2015/12th Jumada al-Akhir 1436 AH 
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Vice President: 

 
DR. 'ABD ALLAH 'UMAR NASIF 

Members: 

 
'ABD ALLAH 'ABD AR-RAHMAN AL-BASSAM 
DR. BAKR 'ABD ALLAH ABU ZAYD 
MUHAMMAD IBN JUBAYR  
MUSTAFA AHMAD AZ-ZARQA 
MUHAMMAD IBN 'ABD ALLAH IBN SUBAYYIL 
SALIH IBN FAWZAN AL-FAWZAN  
MUHAMMAD RASHID RAGHIB QABBANI  
ABU’L-HASAN 'ALI AN-NADWI [not present to sign] 
MUHAMMAD MAHMUD AS-SAWAF  
AHMAD FAHMI ABU SUNNAH 
ABU BAKR JUMI  
MUHAMMAD ASH-SHADHLI AN-NAYFAR  
MUHAMMAD SALIM IBN 'ABD AL-WADUD  
MUHAMMAD AL-HABIB IBN AL-KHAWJAH 

 
Chairman of the Assembly of the Fiqh Academy: 

 
DR. TALAL 'UMAR BAFAQIH 
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w.Ë ¨W??F??³??²*« V¼«c*« 5Ð w?N?I??H « ·ö??)« Ÿu??{u??� w. dE½ b??P Â±π∏∑ dÐu??²??M√

œËb??Š sŽ Ãd?m?¹ U?³??B?Fð ¨r?N?³¼c?* V¼«c*« ŸU?³?ð√ iFÐ s�  u??I?L*« V?B?F??² «

÷d?F?²?Ý« ¨U?NzU?LKŽË Èd?š_« V¼«c*« w. sF?D « v ≈ tÐU?×?)QÐ qB¹Ë ¨‰«b?²?Žô«

‰u????Š ¨rNð«—u????B?ðË ¨W¹d????B???F? « W???¾????ýUM? « ‰u????I???Ž w?. lIð w?² «  ö?JA*« f?K:«

t½QÐ ¨Êu?KKC*« r?N??O ≈ wŠu??O??. ¨ÁU?MF??�Ë ÁUM³???� Êu??.d??F¹ô Íc « ¨V¼«c?*« ·ö??²??š«

¨W?²ÐU?¦ « W¹u³?M « WM� «Ë ¨rOEF « Ê¬d?I « s� t u?)√Ë ¨«b?Š«Ë w�öÝù« Ÿd?A « Â«œU?�

Êu?LK�?*« `³?B¹ v²?Š øb??Šuð ô r Ë øV¼«c*« ·ö?²??š« «–U?LK. ∫U?C¹√ …b??×?²?�

U?C¹√ fK:« ÷d?F?²?Ý« U?LM ¨øW?F¹d?A « ÂUJ?Š_ bŠ«Ë rN?.Ë øb?Š«Ë V¼c?� ÂU?�√

iFÐ ŸU??³ð√ 5?Ð U??L??O?Ý ôË ¨U??N?MŽ Q??AMð v² «  ö?JA*«Ë ¨W??O??³¼c*« W??O??³??B??F « d??�√

jš v? ≈ U???N?ÐU???×????)√ u???Žb?¹ YO????Š ¨«c¼ U½d????B???Ž w?. ¨Âu???O? « W???¦?¹b???(«  U¼U????&ô«

s� ‰u??³??I UÐ W??�_« U??N??²?I?Kð w² « W??LzU??I « V¼«c?*« w. ÊuMFD?¹Ë ¨b¹b??ł ÍœU?N??²??ł«

WM²H « ÊuF?Pu¹Ë ¨ôö{ rNCFÐ Ë√ ¨UN?²Lz√ w. ÊuMFD¹Ë ¨WO�öÝù« —u?BF « ÂbP√

Æ”UM « 5Ð



≤≥¥

qOKC?²? « w. t?−zU?²½Ë ¨tðU?�?Ðö?�Ë ¨t?FzU?PËË ¨Ÿu?{u*« «c¼ w?. W Ë«b*« b?FÐË

¨5KK?C*« 5I¹d???H « ö??M v ≈ ¨w? U??² « ÊU???O??³ « t??O???łuð ∫wN???I??H « lL???:« —d??P ¨WM²???H «Ë

∫«dOB³ðË UNO³Mð ¨5³BF²*«Ë

∫V¼«c*« ·ö²š« ∫ôË√

∫ÊUŽu½ WO�öÝù« œö³ « w. rzUI « ¨W¹dJH « V¼«c*« ·ö²š« Ê≈

ÆW¹œUI²Žô« V¼«c*« w. ·ö²š« ©√®

ÆWONIH « V¼«c*« w. ·ö²š«Ë ©»®

v ≈  d?]ł ¨W?³??O?B?� lP«u « w. u??N?. ¨ÍœU?I?²?Žô« ·ö?²??šô« u¼Ë ¨‰Ë_« U?�Q?.

w¼Ë ¨rN?²?LKM XPd?.Ë ¨5LK�?*« ·uH?) XI?ýË ¨W?O?�ö?Ýù« œö?³ « w. À—«u?M

W?M�? « q¼√ V?¼c?????� vK?Ž W?????�_« lL?????²?????& Ê√Ë ¨Êu?J¹ô Ê√ V?−¹Ë ¨t?  nÝR?¹ U2

vKŽË £‰u?Ýd « b?N?Ž w. rOK� « wIM « ¨w�ö?Ýù« dJH « q¦?1 Íc « ¨WŽU?L?'«Ë

∫t u???IÐ t???²M�?  œ«b??²???�« U???N½√ ‰u??Ýd? « sKŽ√ w²? « …b??ý«d? « W??.ö???)« b???N??ŽË rK?ÝË t ¬

U?N??OKŽ «u?C?ŽË ¨U??NÐ «uJ�9 ¨Íb?F?Ð s� s¹b?ý«d « ¡U?H?K)« WMÝË ¨w²M�Ð r?JOKŽò

Æåcł«uM UÐ

»U?³?Ý√ tK. ¨qzU?�*« iF?Ð w. ¨W?O?N?I?H « V¼«c*« ·ö?²?š« u¼Ë ¨w½U?¦ « U?�√Ë

¨ÁœU?³FÐ W?LŠd « U?NM�Ë ∫W?G UÐ WLJŠ p? – w. ≠ t½U×?³Ý ≠ tK Ë ¨t?²?C²?P« ¨WO?LKŽ

…ËdŁË ¨W??L?F?½ p – b?F?Ð w¼ rŁ ¨’u?B?M « s� ÂUJŠ_« ◊U??³M²??Ý« ‰U?−??� lO??ÝuðË

ö??. ¨U?N??²??F¹d?ýË U??NM¹œ d??�√ s� W??F??Ý w. W?O??�ö??Ýù« W?�_« qF??& ¨W??O?F?¹d?Að W??O??N?I??.

‚U?{ «–≈ qÐ ¨Ád??O?ž v ≈ tM� U??N  ’UM� ô «d?B??Š b?Š«Ë wŽd?ý oO??³Dð w. d?B??×Mð

w.  b????łË ¨U???� d????�√ w. Ë√ ¨U????� XPË w. ¡U????N???I????H « W????Lz_« b???Š√ V?¼c???� W????�_UÐ

w. Â√ ¨…œU???³??F? « Êu??¾???ý w. p – ÊU???M√ ¡«u??Ý ¨«d???�¹Ë U??I???.—Ë W??F???Ý d??šü« V?¼c*«

ÆWOŽdA « W œ_« ¡u{ vKŽ ¨ U¹UM'«Ë ¡UCI «Ë ¨…dÝ_« Êu¾ýË ¨ ö�UF*«



≤≥µ

fO?  ¨wN???I???H « ·ö???²???šô« u?¼Ë ¨V¼«c*« ·ö???²???š« s?� w½U???¦ « Ÿu?M « «c???N???.

ÂUE½ U???N??O??. W??�√ b??łu?¹ ö??. ¨ÊuJ¹ô Ê√ sJ?1ôË ¨UMM¹œ w. ÎU???C??PUMð ôË ¨W??B???O??I½

ÆÍœUN²łô« wNIH « ·ö²šô« «c¼ UNO. fO  ÁœUN²ł«Ë tNIHÐ  q�UM wF¹dAð

¨W???OK?)_« ’u??B?M « Ê_ ¨ÊuJ?¹ ô Ê√ sJ1ô ¨·ö???²???šô« «c¼ Ê√ l?P«u U???.

lO?Lł VŽu?²?�¹ Ê√ sJ1ô hM « Ê√ U?LM ¨b?Š«Ë vMF?� s� d¦?M√ qL?²% U?� «d?O¦?M

WŽULł ‰UP U?LM ¨…œËb×� dOž lzUPu «Ë ¨…œËb×� ’u?BM « Ê_ ¨WKL²;« lzUPu «

qKŽ v ≈ dEM «Ë ¨”U?O?I « v ≈ ¡u−K « s� bÐ ö?. ≠v U?Fð tK « rN?LŠ—≠ ¡U?LKF « s�

¨lzU???Pu « w. U??N???L??OJ%Ë ¨W???F¹d??A?K  W??�U???F « b??)U??I?*«Ë ¨Ÿ—U??A « ÷d???žË ¨ÂUJŠ_«

5Ð r?NðU?????×?????O?????łd?ðË ¨¡U?????LK?F « Âu?????N?????. n?K²?????m?ð «c¼ w?.Ë Æ…b?????−?????²?????�*« ‰“«u?M «Ë

¨o(« b?BI¹ rN?M� qMË ¨bŠ«u « Ÿu?{u*« w. rN?�UJŠ√ nK²?m²?. ¨ ôU?L²?Šô«

Q?A?Mð UM¼ s�Ë ¨b?Š«Ë d??ł√ tK. QDš√ s?�Ë ¨Ê«d?ł√ tK. »U??)√ sL?. ¨tMŽ Y×??³¹Ë

ÆÃd(« ‰Ëe¹Ë WF� «

s� t??O?.U??� UM×?{Ë√ Íc « ¨w?³¼c*« ·ö?²??šô« «c¼ œu??łË w. W?B??O?IM « s?¹Q?.

w. u¼Ë ¨5?M�R*« ÁœU??³??F?Ð tK « s� W??L???Š—Ë ¨W??L??F½ lP«u? « w. t½√Ë ¨W??L??Šd? «Ë d??O??)«

ÆWO�öÝù« W?�_« UNÐ v¼U³²ð ÊQÐ …d¹bł W¹e�Ë ¨vLEŽ W?OF¹dAð …ËdŁ ¨tð«– XPu «

iFÐ Èb  WO�öÝù« W.UI?¦ « nF{ ÊuKG²�¹ s¹c « ¨V½Uł_« s� 5KKC*« sJ Ë

rN  ÊË—u???B??O??. ¨Ã—U???)« w. rN¹b?  Êu??Ý—b¹ s¹c? « U??L??O??Ý ôË ¨r?K�*« »U??³???A «

U?LKþ rNO ≈ «u?Šu?O  ¨U¹œUI?²?Ž« U.ö?²š« ÊU?M u  U?LM «c¼ W?ON?I?H « V¼«c*« ·ö²?š«

5Žu?M « 5Ð ‚d????H « v? ≈ «u???N???³????²M?¹ Ê√ ÊËœ ¨W???F¹d????A « i?PUMð v?KŽ ‰b¹ t?½QÐ  Î«—Ë“Ë

ÆULNMOÐU� ÊU²ýË

qL% Ê√ b¹dðË ¨V¼«c*« c?³½ v ≈ uŽbð w² « ¨Èd?š_« W¾H « pKð U?�√Ë ∫UO½UŁ

w.Ë ¨W?LzU?I « W?ON?I?H « V¼«c*« w. sFD?ðË ¨UN  b¹b?ł ÍœU?N?²?ł« jš vKŽ ”UM «



≤≥∂

UN²Lz√Ë U¼œułË U¹«e�Ë ¨WONIH « V¼«c*« sŽ n½ü« UM½UOÐ wH. ¨rNCFÐ Ë√ UN²Lz√

ÊuKKC¹Ë ¨t½u−N?²M¹ Íc « iOG³ « »uKÝ_« «c¼ sŽ «uHJ?¹ Ê√ rNOKŽ Vłu¹ U�

ÊuJ½U??� Ãu??Š√ s×½ XPË w. rN??²??LKM Êu?Pd??H¹Ë ¨rN??.u??H?) Êu??I?A?¹Ë ¨”UM « tÐ

s� ôbÐ ¨Âö???Ýù« ¡«b??Ž√ s� …d??OD)«  U?¹b??×??² « W??N??ł«u??� w?. W??LKJ « l?L??ł v ≈

ÆUNO ≈ WłUŠô w² « WPÒdH*« …uŽb « Ác¼

¨«d??O??¦??M U???O??LK�ð r?KÝË t??³??×??)Ë t ¬ v?KŽË ¨b??L??×??� U½b???O??Ý vKŽ tK? « vK)Ë

Æ5*UF « »— tK  bL(«Ë



≤≥∑

sÐ ` U?) b?L×?� aO?A « WKO?C?.Ë ¨ÍËU?{dI? « nÝu¹ —u²?Mb « WKO?C?. ∫s� qM …—Ëb « Ác¼ w. —u?C?(« sŽ nKmð b?PË

5M�??Š aO?A « WKO??C?.Ë ¨»UDš XO?ý œu??L?×?� sMd « ¡«u?K « w U?F?�Ë ¨wL??ýU?N « ”Ëb?I «b??³?Ž aO?A « W?KO?C?.Ë ¨5L??O?¦?Ž

ÆÍœ«uF « œuF�� „Ëd³� aOA « WKOC.Ë ¨·uKm� bL×�
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